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During the Japanese occupation,Taiwan film involved in recording history in a 
colonial way. Discussion on Taiwan's film is not only a sight from colonial history and 
culture from the perspective of film studies, but also from the perspective of the 
colonized to understand the film text, to find the history of resistance or possibility 
under colonial resistance. Film History of Taiwan Studies“colonial” perspective, in 
addition to a longitudinal study of Taiwanese films situation in Japan's colonial rule, 
but also to capture a plurality of laterally in the colonial district construction 
association. The Japanese colony in the same period by colonial film industry is 
controlled by how the filmmakers and settlers continue to negotiate,which are within 
the scope of “colonial” perspective of this study. 
East Asian film in 1895 – 1945 is as part of the development of world cinema.  
Japan implement its policy of colonialism , Taiwan and Korea, or other Japanese 
colonies under Japanese colonialism which emerged similar feature film development. 
Taiwan's film and Japanese film and other Chinese mainland colonies movie 
interrelated and influenced each other.  
“Go to the South of Taiwan”“Happy peasant”these films have a strong colonial 
color.They are the films which Japan implement comprehensive control of real 
historical data, historical evidence of Japanese militarism.Takamatsu who is 
represented by Japanese colonial filmmakers .Japan filmmakers who are colonists 
implement control agents for the movie colony. 
The context attention to the history, justice, and colonial liberation .Also concern 
colonists revolted against various forms of cultural imperialism control, including arts 
and culture, including film texts. Post-colonial perspective is mainly used to analyze 
caused by colonial and post-colonial legacy of influence. Articles starts from western 
colonial culture , and applied to the colonial situation in East Asia. Finally detailed 















great value and significance of the research during the Japanese occupation of Taiwan 
history. 
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